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ABSTRACT

1.

Program progress (or termination) is a covert channel that may leak
sensitive information. To control information leakage on this channel, semantic definitions of security should be progress sensitive
and enforcement mechanisms should restrict the channel’s capacity. However, most state-of-the-art language-based informationflow mechanisms are progress insensitive—allowing arbitrary information leakage through this channel—and current progress-sensitive enforcement techniques are overly restrictive.
We propose a type system and instrumented semantics that together enforce progress-sensitive security more precisely than existing approaches. Our system is permissive in that it is able to
accept programs in which the termination behavior depends only
on low-security (e.g., public or trusted) information. Our system
is parameterized on a termination oracle, and controls the progress
channel precisely, modulo the ability of the oracle to determine the
termination behavior of a program based on low-security information. We have instantiated the oracle for a simple imperative language with a logical abstract interpretation that uses an SMT solver
to synthesize linear rank functions.
In addition, we extend the system to permit controlled leakage
through the progress channel, with the leakage bound by an explicit budget. We empirically analyze progress channels in existing
Jif code. Our evaluation suggests that security-critical programs
appear to satisfy progress-sensitive security.

The security of a system can depend upon the termination behavior of a program. For confidentiality, program termination is a
covert channel: if confidential information can influence whether a
program terminates or diverges, then an adversary observing program execution may learn this confidential information [4]. For
integrity, if untrusted input influences the termination behavior of
a program, then an attacker may be able to make a system unavailable, by causing a server loop to exit (e.g., “inputs of death” [12])
or by causing a program to diverge (e.g., “inputs of coma” [13]).
Termination channels have traditionally been considered benign
since they were assumed to leak only one bit of information. However, the situation is worse for interactive systems, where an adversarial observer can observe intermediate output [4]. In such systems, it is the progress of the computation that leaks secret information. Progress channels may leak an arbitrary amount of information, as illustrated in the program in Listing 1, in which secret
is a variable that contains a confidential positive integer. The program prints out to channel L a number of zeroes equal to the value
of secret, and then diverges. The program thus leaks the value of
secret to an observer of channel L.

INTRODUCTION

for ( i = 0 ; i < MAXINT ; i++) {
while ( i == secret ) do skip ;
outputL (0) ;
}

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Listing 1: Brute force termination channel

D.4.6 [Security and protection]: Information Flow Controls
As shown by Askarov et al. [4], a program such as in Listing 1
leaks a 32-bit integer in under 6 seconds. In the presence of concurrency, progress channels have higher bandwidth, because leakage
is linear in the number of processes.
Progress-sensitive security [4] is a noninterference-based semantic security condition that prevents information leakage via progress
channels. By contrast, progress-insensitive security conditions ignore progress channels.
Most strong information security conditions are progress insensitive (e.g., [56, 58, 54, 28, 27, 42]). This is not because progress
channels are believed to be benign, but because traditional enforcement mechanisms (such as security-type systems [56, 43] for information-flow control) are not able to precisely control progress
channels.
Security-type systems for progress-sensitive security (e.g., [55,
51, 37]) are overly restrictive, disallowing any loops where the loop
guard may depend on confidential information. This rules out many
useful and secure programs. Indeed, state-of-the-art information
flow tools (such as Jif [35], SparkADA [6], and FlowCaml [47])
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outputL (0) ;
while ( secret > 0 ) do
secret : = secret − stride ;
outputL (1) ;

Example. By contrast, the program in Listing 3 always reveals
confidential information: a value of one is output on channel L if
and only if the initial value of secret is non-positive. Most existing
information-flow security type systems would accept this program
as secure, despite the information leak through the progress channel. Our system rejects this program, since the oracle is unable to
prove that the termination behavior of this program depends only
on public information.

Listing 2: Progress-sensitive secure if stride > 0

are progress insensitive in order to accept useful programs, at the
cost of also accepting programs that leak information via progress
channels.
We propose a type system and a runtime mechanism that together
precisely enforce progress-sensitive security in a simple interactive
imperative language. Our system is parameterized on an oracle
that reasons about the termination behavior of loops. If the oracle determines that the termination or divergence of a loop depends
only on public information, then the termination behavior of the
loop does not reveal any confidential information, and execution
of the loop may proceed. Otherwise, program execution is terminated, thus preventing leakage of confidential information through
the loop’s termination behavior. Our system controls the progress
channel precisely, modulo the ability of the oracle to determine the
termination behavior of loops. As analyses for program termination
improve, so will the precision of our enforcement.
The oracle reasons at run time about termination behavior. This
allows the oracle to be more precise, as it may use public information specific to a particular execution of the program. It would
of course be possible for the oracle to reason statically, providing
run-time performance benefits, perhaps at the cost of precision.
Our system soundly enforces progress-sensitive security, rejecting programs that leak information via progress channels. (Such
programs would be accepted by existing progress-insensitive type
systems.) We have implemented a prototype of the oracle using
logical abstract interpretation for termination analysis. This oracle
is sufficiently precise to allow us to accept as secure some programs
that progress-sensitive type systems reject.

Budgeted semantics For some programs, it may be acceptable
to have some information leaked through progress channels. We
extend our system with an explicit budget for information leakage
through the progress channel. The amount of information leaked
via progress channels is tracked at runtime: for each loop that is
encountered where the termination behavior may leak high-security
information, the budget is reduced. Once the budget limit is reached,
the program is terminated, preventing additional confidential information from being leaked. The budget allows us to establish an
information theoretic bound on the information leaked via progress
channels, and provides a continuum of security between progress
sensitive and progress insensitive security conditions.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
present a simple interactive imperative language with an annotation that indicates that the termination oracle should be consulted
at run time. We present a type system in Section 3. The type system
and runtime semantics enforce a progress sensitive security condition, which we discuss in Section 4. Section 5 extends our system
and our security guarantees with a budget for leaking information
through the progress channel. We extend our results from a simple
two-point lattice of security levels to arbitrary security lattices in
Section 6.
We have implemented the type system and runtime system, including a termination oracle that uses logical abstract interpretation
to reason about program termination and an SMT solver to synthesize linear rank functions to help prove termination. Section 7 describes our implementation. In addition, we have modified the Jif
compiler [35] to track progress channels, and applied the modified
compiler to a large Jif program, which we also describe in Section 7. By manual inspection we determined that all loops detected
by the modified compiler are guaranteed to terminate, and moreover, it is straightforward to reason that they terminate. We thus
believe that it is practical and feasible to enforce progress sensitive
security.
Section 8 discusses applications and extensions of our system
together with a survey of related work. We conclude in Section 9.

Example. The program in Listing 2 contains a loop with a guard
that depends on confidential information: the contents of variable
secret. An observer of channel L will see a zero output, and, depending on whether the loop terminates, an output of one. Does this
program reveal confidential information to the observer of channel L? Provided the public variable stride is positive, the loop is
guaranteed to terminate, as the value in secret will eventually be
negative. If stride is non-positive, then the termination behavior
depends on confidential information: the initial value of secret.
Since the value of stride cannot be determined statically, a purely
static enforcement technique would not be able to accept this program as secure. Provided the oracle is sufficiently sophisticated, in
an execution where stride is positive, our system would be able to
accept the execution as secure, and allow execution to continue.1

2.

LANGUAGE AND SEMANTICS

We present a simple imperative language in which to explore
enforcement of progress-sensitive security guarantees. We assume
a lattice (L, v), such that L is a set of security levels, and v is a
relation over L that indicates permitted information flow between
security levels: for l1 , l2 ∈ L, if l1 v l2 , then information at
security level l1 may flow to security level l2 . We write l1 t l2
for the join of l1 and l2 . For clarity, we initially assume that L =
{L, H}, and L v H but H 6v L. Security levels can describe the
confidentiality or integrity of information. Intuitively, L represents
low security (public or trusted) information, and H represents high
security (secret or untrusted) information. In this paper, we focus
on reasoning about the confidentiality of information, although our
results also apply to integrity. In Section 6 we generalize our results
to arbitrary lattices.
Language syntax is presented in Figure 1. Commands are mostly
standard, with the exception of an explicit output command, and a

outputL (0) ;
while ( secret > 0 ) do
secret : = secret + 1 ;
outputL (1) ;
Listing 3: Progress-sensitive insecure

1

Our system actually requires a cast annotation on the loop, which
indicates that the oracle must examine the loop at run time. The
cast annotation is described in Section 2.
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Values
Expressions
Commands

v
e
c

n
v | x | e1 ⊕ e2
skip | stop | x := e | c1 ; c2 |
outputl (e) | if e then c1 else c2 |
while e do c | castp [c]
Figure 1: Language syntax
::=
::=
::=

S-S KIP

hskip, m, oi −→ hstop, m, oi
S-A SSIGN

m(e) = v
hx := e, m, oi −→ hstop, m[x 7→ v], oi
S-S EQ -1

hc1 , m, oi −→ hstop, m0 , o0 i
hc1 ; c2 , m, oi −→ hc2 , m0 , o0 i

“cast” command, described below. Expressions consist of values v,
program variables x, and total binary operations over expressions.
For simplicity, we restrict values to integers. Output command
outputl (e) evaluates expression e to a value, and outputs the value
on channel l. Without loss of generality, we assume that there is
one channel for each security level.
We also assume a security environment Γ that maps variables to
security levels. Intuitively, if Γ(x) = l, then only information at security level l or below will ever be stored in variable x. The security
environment is used both in the runtime semantics of the language
(specifically, by the cast command), and in the type system.
Cast command castp [c] dynamically checks whether the termination behavior of c is determined by the current values of lowsecurity variables (i.e., variables x such that Γ(x) = L). Every
command castp [c] has a unique label p, which is used to identify
the program point of the command. Whenever this label is clear
from the context or is unimportant (as in most of the examples) we
omit it for clarity.
Intuitively, we are concerned with protecting the initial values
of high-security variables (i.e., variables x such that Γ(x) = H).
We assume that there is an attacker that knows the initial values
of low-security variables and observes outputs on the channel for
security level L. An execution of a program is regarded as secure
if the attacker is unable to learn anything about the initial values of
high-security variables. This will be defined formally in Section 4.

S-S EQ -2

hc1 , m, oi −→ hc01 , m0 , o0 i
c01 6= stop
hc1 ; c2 , m, oi −→ hc01 ; c2 , m0 , o0 i
S-I F

m(e) 6= 0 =⇒ i = 1
m(e) = 0 =⇒ i = 2
hif e then c1 else c2 , m, oi −→ hci , m, oi
S-W HILE -T RUE

m(e) 6= 0
hwhile e do c, m, oi −→ hc; while e do c, m, oi
S-W HILE -FALSE

m(e) = 0
hwhile e do c, m, oi −→ hstop, m, oi
S-O UTPUT

m(e) = v
houtputl (e), m, oi −→ hstop, m, o :: (v, l)i
S-C AST

O(p, m, o) ∈ {T ERMINATE, D IVERGE}
hcastp [c], m, oi −→ hc, m, oi

Semantics A memory is a function from variables to values. We
say that two memories m1 and m2 are low equivalent, written
m1 ≈L m2 , when they agree on the values of low-security variables: m1 ≈L m2 , ∀x. Γ(x) v L. m1 (x) = m2 (x).
An output trace is a finite list of the form (v1 , l1 ) :: (v2 , l2 ) ::
· · · :: (vn , ln ), where each (vi , li ) corresponds to an output of value
vi on channel li , and (vn , ln ) is the most recent output. An empty
output trace is denoted by . The projection of output trace o, denoted o L , contains all and only values of o that were output to
channel L:
 L = 
(
(o L ) :: v
o :: (v, l) L =
o L

Figure 2: Semantics

the current memory m, and the current output trace o (and, implicitly, the original program c0 and the initial memory m0 ), and
responds with one of T ERMINATE, D IVERGE, or U NKNOWN. Intuitively, if the oracle responds T ERMINATE then low-security information is sufficient to determine that c will terminate. That is,
command c is guaranteed to terminate for any execution of program c0 that starts with an initial memory that is low equivalent
to m0 and reaches castp [c], after producing an output trace o0 that
is low equivalent to o, in memory m0 that is low-equivalent to m.
Formally, if O(p, m, o) = T ERMINATE, then

if l v L
if l 6v L

We say that output traces o1 and o2 are low equivalent, written
o1 ≈L o2 , if and only if o1 L = o2 L .
Program configurations have the form hc, m, oi where c is the
command to be evaluated, m is the current memory, and o is the
output trace produced so far. Semantic transitions have the form
hc, m, oi −→ hc0 , m0 , o0 i. The transition relation −→ is mostly
standard, and is presented in Figure 2. We write m(e) = v to
indicate that expression e evaluates to value v when variables x
occurring in e are replaced with their values m(x).
The rule for castp [c] requires that the termination or divergence
of command c is determined by low-security information. If that
is not the case, then the program is stuck. Rule S-C AST uses a
termination oracle O(p, m, o) to determine whether the termination behavior of c depends only on low-security information. The
oracle is given a program point p that identifies a cast castp [c],

∀m00 , m0 , o0 . m00 ≈L m0 ∧ m0 ≈L m ∧ o0 ≈L o.
if (hc0 , m00 , i −→∗ hcastp [c]; c0 , m0 , o0 i)
then there exist m∗ and o∗ such that
hc, m0 , o0 i −→∗ hstop, m∗ , o∗ i.
Similarly, if O(p, m, o) = D IVERGE then any low-equivalent execution of c0 that reaches castp [c] is guaranteed to diverge:
∀m00 , m0 , o0 . m00 ≈L m0 ∧ m0 ≈L m ∧ o0 ≈L o.
if (hc0 , m00 , i −→∗ hcastp [c]; c0 , m0 , o0 i)
then there does not exist m∗ and o∗ such that
hc, m0 , o0 i −→∗ hstop, m∗ , o∗ i.
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join of the level of the guard expression l and the termination level
of c. In addition, if the while loop diverges then program’s nontermination may reveal that the while loop was executed. The pc-level
is an upper bound on the information that may be learned by knowing that the while loop executed, and so the pc-level is folded into
the termination level of the loop.

Γ, pc ` skip : L
Γ ` e : l0
pc t l0 v Γ(x)
Γ, pc ` x := e : L
Γ, pc ` c1 : l1
Γ, pc t l1 ` c2 : l2
Γ, pc ` c1 ; c2 : l1 t l2

Example. Let Γ(h) = H and Γ(low ) = L. Consider program
while h > 0 do h := h − low ;
outputL (1)

Γ`e:l
Γ, pc t l ` ci : li
Γ, pc ` if e then c1 else c2 : l1 t l2
0

Γ`e:l
Γ, pc t l t l ` c : l
Γ, pc ` while e do c : l0

The type system rejects this program, because the termination level
of the while loop is H, and so the pc-level of the output command
is also H, which does not type check.

0

The typing rule for cast[c] is noteworthy. It ignores the termination level of subcommand c, and the termination level of the casted
command is L. The intuition is that the termination behavior of c
is assumed to depend only on low-security information, and thus
the termination or non-termination of c will not leak secret information. This assumption will be validated at runtime by the termination oracle. This is secure because the oracle’s decision is based
only on low-security information, and thus the success or failure
of the cast at runtime does not reveal any secret information. Subcommand c must type check with a pc-level of H, which ensures
that c does not contain any assignments to low-security variables
or low-security outputs. This is a technical simplification with no
loss of expressiveness—any casted command c that is well-typed
under low pc-level can be transformed into a form with (possibly
many) casts around subcommands of c that are well-typed under
high-pc. The latter is possible because a command of the form
Γ, L ` while h do c is well-typed if and only if Γ, H ` while h do c
is well-typed; the same holds for the conditionals. If original command contains no high loops or conditionals, then the cast is redundant and can be omitted.

Γ, H ` c : l
Γ, L ` castp [c] : L
Γ ` e : l0
pc t l0 v l
Γ, pc ` outputl (e) : L
Figure 3: Type system: commands

If the oracle responds with U NKNOWN then the oracle is unable
to determine whether the termination behavior of castp [c] depends
only on low-security information.
While the problem of proving program termination is clearly undecidable, there are many approaches to implementing sound and
useful (but incomplete) termination oracles. Simple, albeit imprecise program analysis could identify common patterns (for example, identifying for loops such that the loop counter is a lowsecurity variable, and the stride is a constant). For more complex
programs, existing tools (e.g., [19, 31, 52]) for proving program termination can be employed. More sophisticated approaches, such as
the work of Cook et al. [20], are able to automatically synthesize
sufficient conditions to prove loop termination. We describe our
prototype implementation in Section 7.

3.

Example. Let Γ(h) = H and Γ(low ) = L. Consider program
cast[while h > 0 do h := h − low ];
outputL (1)
This program is accepted by the type system, because the termination level of the cast is L, and so the pc level of the output command
is also L, and thus the output command type checks. The termination of the while loop here depends on the values of low and h. In
particular, when low > 0, the while loop will terminate regardless
of the value of h; when low ≤ 0, termination depends on h. At
runtime, according to S-C AST, the termination oracle needs to examine variable low , and execution continues only when low > 0.

TYPE SYSTEM

This section presents the typing rules for our language. The rules
for expressions are standard and have form Γ ` e : l, meaning that
in environment Γ, level l is an upper bound on the information that
may be learned by evaluating expression e. Typing rules for commands have form Γ, pc ` c : l, where pc is the program counter
level, and l is the termination level. Figure 3 presents typing rules
for commands in our language. Termination level l of command c
is an upper bound on how much information may be learned by
observing c’s termination. For simple commands, such as skip,
assignment, and output, the termination level is always L—these
commands always terminate and thus the termination of the command reveals no information. The rule for sequential composition
c1 ; c2 propagates the termination level of c1 into the pc-level of c2 ,
since c2 executes only if c1 terminates. Therefore, if the termination level of c1 is H, no low assignments or low outputs are allowed
in c2 . The termination level of c1 ; c2 is the join of the termination
levels of the individual commands. The termination level of conditional if e then c1 else c2 is the join of the termination levels of
branches c1 and c2 .
For command while e do c, the termination of the loop may depend on both the guard expression e and the termination of loop
body c. Thus, the termination level for a while loop contains the

On placement of casts Note that our language allows casts to be
placed around any code block, not just loops. In fact, limiting casts
to just loops would be insufficient, as illustrated by the following
program.
if h > 0
then while h0 > 0 do h0 := h0 − low ;
else skip;
outputL (1)
Placing the cast around the loop would not close the termination
channel of this program: when h ≤ 0, the program takes the
else branch, omitting the request to the termination oracle; yet, if
low ≤ 0, the subsequent output of value 1 reveals h ≤ 0, because otherwise the execution would have been stopped. For this
reason, our type system rules out casts in high contexts. The correct placement of cast for this example is around the if command,
which would allow the program to type check.
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4.

SECURITY

The type system, together with the runtime mechanism, soundly
enforces progress-sensitive noninterference. The following theorem is the main result of this section.

We define security in terms of an attacker that is able to observe
both the initial values of low-security variables and the low-security
output of a program execution. We assume the attacker knows the
program text.
We say that configuration hc, m, i emits incomplete trace τ ,
written hc, m, i ↓ τ , if there exists command c0 , memory m0 , and
output trace o such that hc, m, i −→∗ hc0 , m0 , oi and o L = τ .
Intuitively, if a configuration emits trace τ then the attacker observes the outputs τ during the execution of the program.
We strengthen the observational model to allow the attacker to
determine when an execution will no longer produce additional
output on the attacker’s channel (because, for example, the program
terminates, diverges, or gets stuck). Trace τ is maximal, written τ •,
when there are no more public outputs possible in the computation
that emitted τ •. We say that configuration hc, m, i emits maximal
trace τ •, written hc, m, i ↓ τ •, if there exists c0 , m0 , and o such
that hc, m, i −→∗ hc0 , m0 , oi and there is no more public output possible from hc0 , m0 , oi. For example, programs outputL (1)
and outputL (1); while 1 do skip both emit the same maximal trace
(1, L)•.
We use the term trace to refer to both incomplete traces τ and
maximal traces τ •, and use metavariable t to range over traces.
Given that an attacker has observed some trace t, the attacker’s
knowledge [3] is the set of initial memories that could have produced trace t and have the same initial values for all low-security
variables. Formally, we have

Theorem 1 (Soundness of enforcement). Given program c, if for
some security level l we have Γ, L ` c : l then c satisfies progresssensitive noninterference.
The proof of Theorem 1 follows as a special case of Theorem 2,
which is presented in the following section.

5.

TERMINATION LEAKAGE BUDGET

The operational semantics of Section 2 ensures that if the termination behavior of command cast[c] cannot be shown to depend purely on low-security information, then the execution will
get stuck, preventing any leakage of high-security information. If
the execution continued, then the next low-security output produced by the program would allow the attacker to learn that the
command terminated, which may reveal high-security information.
Similarly, if the command diverges, then the failure to produce
another low-security output may allow the attacker to learn highsecurity information. Indeed, the termination behavior of the program in Listing 1 reveals everything about the initial value of the
high-security variable secret.
However, continued execution does not necessarily reveal everything about the high-security inputs to the program: the actual information leaked may be less than expected. In this section, we
extend the semantics of Section 2 to allow a limited amount of information to be released via the termination behavior of the program.

Definition 1 (Attacker knowledge). Given a program c, initial memory m, and a trace of public outputs t, define attacker knowledge

Consider the following program, in which variables h, h0 , and
hstep are secret (Γ(h) = Γ(h0 ) = Γ(hstep) = H), and variable
low is public (Γ(low ) = L).
1 while low > 0 do {
2
h0 := h ;
3
cast [
4
while h0 > 0 do
5
h0 := h0 − hstep
6
]
7
outputL (low ) ;
8
low := low − 1 ;
9
}
Consider the first iteration of the outer loop. The termination or
divergence of the inner loop on Lines 4–5 cannot be established
using only low-security information. Execution of the low output
on Line 7 reveals secret information to the attacker; specifically, it
reveals that either hstep is positive or h ≤ 0.
Now consider the second iteration of the outer loop. Again, the
termination or divergence of the inner loop reveals to the attacker
the same condition—either hstep is positive or h ≤ 0. Critically, it
does not reveal any more information than was revealed in the first
iteration. Indeed, a sufficiently powerful oracle could show that
if the program has produced any low output, then any subsequent
execution of the inner loop will terminate.

k(c, m, t) , {m0 | m ≈L m0 ∧ hc, m0 , i ↓ t}
Attacker knowledge is monotonic in t: the more public outputs
are produced in the trace, the fewer memories are consistent with
the output. Note that in this definition, a smaller knowledge set
corresponds to more precise information.
Our baseline condition for security is progress-sensitive noninterference [4].2
A program satisfies progress-sensitive noninterference if attacker
knowledge remains constant regardless of the observed outputs.
Definition 2 (Progress-sensitive noninterference). Program c satisfies progress-sensitive noninterference (PSNI) if for all initial memories m and traces t such that hc, m, i ↓ t, attacker knowledge
does not change, i.e.,
k(c, m, t) = {m0 | m ≈L m0 }
Example. Program outputL (1) satisfies Definition 2. The only
output produced by this program reveals no secret information to
the attacker, and the attacker knowledge is the set of all low-equivalent memories.
However, program while h > 0 do skip; outputL (1) does not
satisfy Definition 2. By Definition 1, we have
k(c, m[h 7→ 0], (1, L)•) = {m0 | m0 (h) ≤ 0 ∧ m ≈L m0 }.

To track and control the amount of information leaked through
the termination channel, we introduce a termination leakage budget B. The budget bounds the number of outputs that may reveal
information about the program’s termination behavior.
We extend program configurations to five-tuples hc, m, o, r, si,
where r is a release counter and s is a pending release bit that
is either 0 or 1. The extended operational semantics will ensure
that r counts the number of output events that may allow an attacker

Here {m0 | m0 (h) ≤ 0 ∧ m ≈L m0 } is the attacker knowledge
after seeing output (1, L). Because the attacker knowledge is a
strict subset of the set of all memories that are low-equivalent to
the initial memory m, the program is insecure.
2
Askarov et al. [4] call this condition termination-sensitive noninterference.
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the fact that the output occurred that reveals information. We capture this intuition by defining progress release events to be release
events that reveal only as much information as knowing that some
output was produced.

S-C AST-B UDGET

O(p, m, o) = U NKNOWN
hcastp [c], m, o, r, si −→ hc, m, o, r, 1i
S-O UTPUT-L

Definition 4 (Progress release event). Given a program c, memory m, and an output trace o0 such that

m(e) = v
r+s≤B
houtputL (e), m, o, r, si −→ hstop, m, o :: (v, L), r + s, 0i

hc, m, , 0, 0i −→∗ hc0 , m0 , o0 , r0 , s0 i −→ hc00 , m00 , o00 , r00 , s00 i

S-O UTPUT-H

m(e) = v
houtputH (e), m, o, r, si −→ hstop, m, o :: (v, H), r, si

then the boxed transition is a progress release event, if it is a release
event and it holds that
[
k(c, m, o00 L ) =
k(c, m, o0 L :: (v, L)).

Figure 4: Selected rules for budgeted semantics

v∈Z

Here, the term
knowledge [4].

to learn secret information. Moreover, s will equal 1 only when
the production of the next low-security output might reveal secret
information to the attacker; when s = 0, the next low-security
output leaks no information.

5.1

v∈Z

k(c, m, o0 L :: (v, L)) is called progress

Example. In program
while h > 0 do skip;
outputL (1)

Budgeted semantics

We define a new transition relation for the extended program
configurations. We lift every rule in Figure 2 (except for rule SO UTPUT) to a rule for the new configurations so that r and s remain
unchanged. In addition, we add rules in Figure 4.
Rule S-C AST-B UDGET sets s to 1 when the oracle fails to determine whether a cast command will terminate or diverge. Rule
S-O UTPUT-L applies when an output to the low-security channel
is performed. It increments the release counter by s and clears the
pending bit—subsequent public outputs are guaranteed to reveal
no information until another cast is reached. Additionally, the rule
enforces the termination leakage budget B, requiring that release
counter r does not exceed B. Rule S-O UTPUT-H is a lifted rule for
outputs on high-security channels. It allows arbitrary output to the
high-security channel, and preserves the values of r and s.
The type system for the language does not change.

5.2

S

the low output is a progress release event. We have
k(c, m[h 7→ 0], (1, L)•) = {m0 |m0 ≈L m ∧ m0 (h) ≤ 0}.
For progress knowledge, we observe that the only possible low output here is exactly (1, L); we have
[
k(c, m[h 7→ v], o0 L :: (v, L)) = k(c, m[h 7→ 0], (1, L)).
v∈Z

Clearly, by Definition 4 any progress release event is also a release event, but not the other way around. For example, in program
low := h; outputL (low ), the low output is not a progress release
event.
With the definition of progress release events at hand, we can
formulate our theorem for budgeted semantics.
Theorem 2 (Budgeted progress release). Given a program c such
that Γ, L ` c : l for some security level l then execution of c
with budget B contains at most B release events, all of which are
progress release events.

Security

Well-typed programs executed using the budgeted semantics may
not satisfy progress-sensitive noninterference, but they do satisfy a
weaker semantic security condition. To state this condition, we first
introduce the notions of release events and progress release events.

A proof of this theorem is available in the companion technical
report [34].
Note that Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 2 for budget
B = 0. Moreover, when B is infinite, Theorem 2 implies that welltyped programs satisfy progress-insensitive noninterference [4], a
semantic security condition that allows an attacker to learn information through progress release events.
Interpreting the termination leakage budget The budget enforced on a program has a number of interpretations. The simplest interpretation is that B is a bound on the number of times
the progress channel may be exploited. An information-theoretic
interpretation of this is that the amount of information that may be
conveyed via the progress channel is at most log2 (B +1) bits. This
is a pessimistic bound. Because there are at most B + 1 possible
observations, the expression log2 (B + 1) bounds both Shannon
entropy and min-entropy [49] notions of leakage.

Release events For clarity and easier reference, in the following definitions, we use boxes to highlight relevant semantic transitions. A release event is a transition that produces an output that allows the attacker’s knowledge to improve: the event releases highsecurity information to the attacker. As per Theorem 1, well-typed
programs executed with the semantics of Section 2 contain no release events.
Definition 3 (Release event). Given a program c, memory m, and
an output trace o0 such that
hc, m, , 0, 0i −→∗ hc0 , m0 , o0 , r0 , s0 i −→ hc00 , m00 , o00 , r00 , s00 i
then the boxed transition is a release event if
k(c, m, o0 L ) ⊃ k(c, m, o00 L )
Example. In program low := h; outputL (low ), the low output is
the release event: attacker knowledge changes with the output.

6.

MULTI-LEVEL SECURITY

So far we have only considered a simple two-point lattice of security levels. However, many real systems for which information
security is a concern require richer lattices to express their security.
In this section we extend the language semantics and type system

A particular class of release events that are interesting to us are
progress release events, which are release events that leak information via the progress channel. That is, it is not the value output, but
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6.1

Budgets for multiple levels

We generalize the budgeted semantics by providing a budget for
each security level. For example, if each security level represents
the information of a security principal, then each principal may set
their budget independently. We write B(l) for the leakage budget of security level l. Intuitively, budget B(l) bounds information
leakage via progress channels from level l to any other level l0 such
that l 6v l0 .
Extending the release counter and pending release bits We
track the number of progress release events for each security level,
essentially maintaining a release counter for each security level.
Let R be a function from security levels to release counters, such
that R(l) is the number of progress release events that have occurred that may have leaked information at level l to some level l0
such that l 6v l0 . When we encounter an output that can potentially
leak information at level l, we conservatively increment the release
counters for all levels below l, that is, all l0 such that l0 v l.
We generalize the pending release bit in a similar way, by tracking a separate pending bit for each security level. Since a function
from security levels to a single bit is isomorphic to a set of security levels, we generalize the pending release bit to a set of security
levels S. If l ∈ S then the pending bit for level l is set, meaning
that the next output on a channel l0 , such that l0 6v l, may reveal
information from level l. Thus, if l ∈ S and an output occurs to
channel l0 such that l 6v l0 , then the output release counter for level l
is incremented, and l is removed from S. We refer to S as the set
of pending levels.
Budget update To formally specify how release counters and the
set of pending levels are updated when an output occurs to channel l, we define function update(R, S, l). This function takes three
arguments: R is a release counter, S is a set of pending levels,
and l is the security level of the channel on which the output occurred. The function returns a pair (R0 , S 0 ) of the updated release
counter R0 and the updated set of pending levels S 0 .
For a fixed security level l, let us rewrite S as a disjoint union of
three sets S = S1 ] S2 ] S3 such that

(a) 4-element Hasse diagram (b) Disjoint sets in update function
Figure 5: Example security lattice and disjoint sets in update
to arbitrary security lattices. The extension is non-trivial, and is
particularly interesting for budgeted semantics.
Assume an arbitrary lattice of security levels L with bottom and
top elements ⊥ and > respectively. We extend the syntax for cast
0
0
to the form castl,l
p [c] where l and l are security levels. Level l is an
upper bound on the information that the oracle is permitted to use to
reason about the termination behavior of command c. In Section 2,
this level is implicitly assumed to be L. Level l0 is an upper bound
on what information is allowed to be leaked by (non)termination of
program c. This level is only relevant for budgeted semantics, as
explained below, and in Section 5 it is implicitly assumed to be H.
We do not place any restrictions on the relationship between levels l and l0 . However, if l0 v l then the termination behavior of
the loop is permitted to reveal no more information than the oracle
uses to reason about termination behavior, and so the budgeted semantics give no additional benefit over the standard semantics. We
thus expect (but do not require) that l0 6v l.
Example. To clarify our exposition throughout this section we use
an example four-element security lattice, illustrated by the Hasse
diagram in Figure 5a. This lattice contains four security levels
L, M, N, H, such that L v M v H and L v N v H, but
M 6v N and N 6v M (and also H 6v M 6v L and H 6v N 6v L).
Consider the following example program, where variables m, n,
and h have security levels M , N , and H respectively.

S1 ={l0 | l0 ∈ S ∧ l0 v l}

h := h + m + n;
castL,H [while h > 0 do skip; ]
outputM (1);
outputL (1);

S2 ={l0 | l0 ∈ S ∧ l0 6v l ∧ l v l0 }
S3 ={l0 | l0 ∈ S ∧ l0 6v l ∧ l 6v l0 }
Set S1 contains levels that flow to l, including l itself. Set S2
contains all levels that are strictly higher than l, and set S3 is the
set of levels that are incomparable with l. Figure 5b visualizes this
partitioning for an arbitrary lattice when S contains all levels.

This program contains a loop that introduces a progress channel:
termination of the loop depends on information at levels H, M ,
and N . The two outputs to levels M and L expose this progress
channel. Let us look carefully at what information is revealed by
each of these outputs.
The output on M reveals information about H and N to level M .
Similarly, output on level L reveals information about M , N , and
H to level L. Note that both outputs are potentially dangerous,
leaking information to adversaries observing on different channels.
If the order of the two output commands is swapped, as in program

Example. Consider S = {N, H} and l = M . Then, according to
the definition above, S1 = ∅, S2 = {H}, and S3 = {N }.
Recall that the set S is the set of levels such that an output may
reveal information at those levels. After an output on channel l, we
need to consume budgets for levels in S2 and S3 , but not S1 . The
budget for levels in S1 need not be consumed because information
at any level l0 ∈ S1 is allowed to flow to level l. Output on channel l
may, however, reveal information at levels in S2 and S3 . We define
the updated release counter R0 as a function of l0 for which it holds
that
(
R(l0 ) + 1 if l0 6v l and ∃l00 ∈ S2 ∪ S3 . l0 v l00
0 0
R (l ) =
R(l0 )
otherwise

h := h + m + n;
castL,H [while h > 0 do skip];
outputL (1);
outputM (1);
then we regard only the first output as leaking information. This
is because an observer of channel M is also permitted to observe
channel L (since L v M ). Thus, the first output reveals to level
M (and L and N ) that the loop terminated, and the second output
to level M does not provide any additional information.

This definition increments release counter for all levels l0 that do
not flow to l, and for which there is a bound l00 in S2 ∪ S3 . The
condition on the first line of the above definition ensures that we do
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R
L M N H
initial state
∅
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
castL,H [while h do skip] {H} 0
outputM (1)
{M } 0
0
1
1
∅
0
1
1
1
outputL (1)
Figure 6: Example of budget update in multi-level setting

such that l00 6v l0 must consume some part of the termination budget for l0 . Therefore, this rule adds l0 to the set of pending levels.
Finally, rule S-O UTPUT updates the release counter and the pending levels before an output on channel l. Given updated R0 and S 0 ,
the execution is allowed when the budget constraints are satisfied.

S

Command

6.3

Typing rules

Most of the typing rules from Figure 3 can be extended to the
multi-level case in a straightforward manner by replacing any oc0
currence of level L with level ⊥. The rule for castpl,l [c] is more
interesting and we show it below.

S-C AST

O(p, m, o) ∈ {T ERMINATE, D IVERGE}
0

hcastl,l
p [c], m, o, R, Si −→ hc, m, o, R, Si

Γ, pc t l ` c : l00

S-C AST-B UDGET

S 0 = S ∪ {l0 }

Γ, pc ` castl,l
p [c] : pc t l

O(p, m, o) = U NKNOWN

0

0
hcastl,l
p [c], m, o, R, Si −→ hc, m, o, R, S i

The rule requires that c is well-typed with some termination
level l00 . The only requirement on l00 is that it needs to be bounded
by level l0 . Because information up to l may be used by the oracle,
we require that c is well-typed under context pc t l. This prevents
laundering information through the termination oracle itself. For a
similar reason, the termination level of this command is set to pctl.
To illustrate this rule, let us consider a few examples.

S-O UTPUT

(R0 , S 0 ) = update(R, S, l)
∀l0 . R0 (l0 ) ≤ B(l0 )
houtputl (e), m, o, R, Si −→ hstop, m, o :: (v, l), R0 , S 0 i
m(e) = v

Figure 7: Budgeted semantics for multi-level setting: selected rules

Example. Program castL,M [while h > 0 do skip] is not welltyped because the termination level of the while loop is H, and
M 6v H.
On the other hand, the program castL,H [while h > 0 do skip] is
well-typed.

not unnecessary consume budgets for levels that are not bounded
by a level in S2 ∪ S3 . For example, when S2 ∪ S3 is an empty set,
R does not change.
For the updated pending release bits S 0 , which security levels
should be in it? Clearly all of set S1 , as if l0 ∈ S1 , a future output
at a level l00 such that l0 6v l00 will reveal information about l0 via
a progress channel. Sets S2 and S3 do not need to be in S 0 , as
we have already accounted for information leaked via the progress
channel for these levels. We may, however, need to add level l to S 0 .
If S2 is non-empty, then there is a level l0 ∈ S2 such that l v l0 .
Thus, it is possible that information at level l flowed to level l0 ,
where it influenced the termination behavior of the program. Thus,
a future output may reveal via a progress channel information at
level l that has not yet been accounted for in the budget. We thus
define the updated pending release bits S 0 as follows.

Example. Program
castM,H [
outputL (1)
while h > 0 do h := h − m
]
is rightfully rejected by the type system. The release event in this
program is subtle. The oracle is allowed to use information up to
level M . This means that if m > 0, and the oracle can deduce
that the while loop will terminate, then the low output preceding
the loop will occur. On the other hand, if m ≤ 0, the oracle must
return U NKNOWN. The presence of the low output right before the
loop will therefore depend on level M , which violates progresssensitive noninterference.

S 0 , S1 ∪ {l | S2 6= ∅}
Example. Figure 6 presents an example program together with the
set of pending levels and the values of release counters for every
level, during this program execution when h = 0.

6.2

l00 v l0

0

On nested casts Unlike the simple type system of Section 3,
nested casts are allowed in the presence of multiple security levels.
The following examples illustrates how such scenario may appear
in the presence of budgeted semantics.

Semantics

Example. Consider the program below which has two nested casts.

Figure 7 presents budgeted semantics for the extended language.
The semantics for the multi-level setting resembles the budgeted
semantics of Section 5.1, with the difference that it uses release
counter R and the set of pending levels S. Program configurations have the form hc, m, o, R, Si. As before, the semantics is
parametrized over the termination oracle. Generalization of the termination oracle to multi-level setting is straightforward, and we
omit it here. The only notable aspect is that when the oracle is
0
given cast label p for cast castl,l
p [c], the oracle is permitted to use
only information up to level l to reason about the termination behavior of command c.
As before, rule S-C AST does not modify the release counter R
or pending levels S. Rule S-C AST-B UDGET applies when the oracle returns U NKNOWN. Recall that level l0 is an upper bound on
the termination level of c. This means that (non)termination of c
reveals information up to l0 . Subsequently, any output on level l00

castL,M [ while m > 0 do { . . .
castL,H [while h > 0 do h−−] . . .
}]
outputL (1) ;
Assume that the termination oracle is unable to prove termination
of the outer cast statement, but can prove termination of the inner
cast statement. In this case, by the time the execution reaches the
output statement, one unit of M leakage budget is consumed, while
no leakage budget of H is consumed.
Soundness To formulate soundness for multiple levels we generalize our definitions from Section 4.
First, observe that our definition of projection o l from Section 4
easily extends to multiple levels. This allows us to generalize the
definition of ↓ to multiple levels—we write hc, m, o, R, Si ↓l t
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cast [ while x < 10 do {
y := 0
while y < 10 do y := y + 1
x := x + 1 } ]

when attacker at level l observes trace t that is produced by configuration hc, m, o, R, Si. Similarly, we generalize definitions of
attacker knowledge at level l, release event at level l, and progress
release event at level l.
Note that, in the following definitions, the initial set of pending
levels is ∅, and the initial release counter maps every level to zero.

Listing 4: Example program with nested loops where x, y are high
variables

Definition 5 (Attacker knowledge at level l).
k(c, m, t, l) , {m0 | m ∼l m0 ∧ hc, m0 , , Rinit , ∅i ↓l t}

advantage of this analysis is its performance, compared to analyses that are based on binary reachability (e.g., Terminator [19]).
The analysis is parameterized over an algorithm for discovering termination arguments. Following the instantiation given by Chawdhary et al., we use the linear rank synthesis algorithm of Podelski
and Rybalchenko [38]. Our termination analysis uses the z3 SMT
solver [1] for linear rank synthesis and for eliminating spurious program paths.
Our prototype is furthermore extended with a simple constant
propagation analysis that is applied to low variables when casts are
encountered at run time. This allows us to find termination arguments that rely on the current run-time values of low variables.
We use our implementation to validate the security of the all examples in this paper. Analyzing a program like the one in Listing 4
results in 31 calls to z3, with an overall time of under 0.8 seconds
on a machine with a 2.4 GHz CPU. For more complex programs,
this overhead will certainly be larger. Of course, for subprograms
that always terminate, like Listing 4, the analysis can be done statically ahead of time. We discuss related work that could improve
performance in Section 8.
Because we currently do not take into account the output history of the program, we cannot achieve the tight bound on budget
consumption for the example in the beginning of Section 5. An
implementation of more precise oracle that would take the output
history into account is deferred to future work.
We use our experience with this prototype as a guideline for evaluating the feasibility of enforcing progress-sensitive guarantees in
real-world applications, which we discuss next.

where Rinit is the initial release counter: for all l it holds that
Rinit (l) = 0.
Definitions of release event and progress release event, in their
turn, use Definition 5.
Definition 6 (Release event). Given a program c, memory m, and
an output trace o0 such that
hc, m, , Rinit , ∅i −→∗
hc0 , m0 , o0 , R0 , S 0 i −→ hc00 , m00 , o00 , R00 , S 00 i
then the boxed transition is a release event if
k(c, m, o0 l , l) ⊃ k(c, m, o00 l , l)
Definition 7 (Progress release event at level l). Given a program c,
memory m, and an output trace o0 such that
hc, m, , Rinit , ∅i −→∗
hc0 , m0 , o0 , R0 , S 0 i −→ hc00 , m00 , o00 , R00 , S 00 i
then the boxed transition is a progress release event, if it is a release
event and it holds that
[
k(c, m, o00 l , l) =
k(c, m, o0 l , l) :: (v, l).
v∈Z

Using these definitions, we can formulate soundness for multiple
security levels.

7.2

Civitas [18] is a remote voting system that provides verifiable results while protecting voter confidentiality. The security of Civitas
relies on two factors: strong properties of the underlying cryptographic protocols for voting and information flow guarantees of the
implementation. To address the latter, Civitas is implemented in
Jif [35], a security-typed language which is believed to enforce a
progress-insensitive security condition.
Our premise for this evaluation is that, despite Jif providing only
progress-insensitive guarantees, Civitas (and most other security
typed programs) satisfy a stronger, progress-sensitive security condition. To evaluate this claim, we extended Jif with our multi-level
security type system to track progress channels within methods.
We focus only on intra-procedural progress channels, and ignore
any inter-procedural progress channels. We identified 66 loops in
the Jif standard library and 89 loops in Civitas that require casts
to secure possible progress channels. The loops that did not require casts were either dependent on public information or had no
low side-effects following them within the containing method. We
manually categorized each cast by the termination analysis necessary to demonstrate that it is secure. Figure 8 reports our findings.

Theorem 3 (Budgeted progress release at l). Given a program c
such that Γ, ⊥ ` c : l0 for some security level l0 then execution of c
with budget B contains at most B(l) release events at level l, all of
which are release events.
A proof of this theorem is available in the companion technical
report [34].

7.

EVALUATION

We have evaluated the feasibility of our approach in two parts.
First, we have implemented the (non-budgeted) language semantics and type system for a simple interactive imperative language,
including an implementation of a suitable termination oracle. This
establishes that techniques for reasoning about program termination can be adapted to reasoning about progress channels. Second,
we extended the Jif compiler [35] to track information flow via
progress channels, and analyzed a Jif application. We find it is feasible to enforce progress-sensitive security conditions for securitycritical applications. We report the details of our evaluation below.

7.1

Audit of progress channels in Civitas

Prototype implementation

Termination analysis Notably, we discovered three simple termination bugs in the Jif standard library. The containsAll method of
the AbstractCollection class uses a loop to iterate over elements of
the given collection but the loop is missing an increment statement.

Our prototype termination oracle is based on work by Chawdhary et al. [14], which is a form of logical abstract interpretation
over a specialized abstract domain for termination. A particular
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Termination
# Loops # Casts arith heap errors
Jif std-lib
75
66
28
35
3
310
89
88
1
Civitas
Figure 8: Audit of casts required to rule out intra-procedural
progress channels in the Jif standard library and the Civitas secure
voting system. Casts are categorized by the termination argument
required to prove them safe: linear arithmetic or heap shape. Loops
that are intended to always terminate but may not are reported as
errors.

curity condition by rejecting high-security loops (as in, e.g., [32])
it is not clear how declassification annotations may enforce a requirement that secret information is leaked only via the progress
channel.
Assume our commands are extended with declassification of expressions, as in e.g., [3], and consider the following program in
which the loop guard is explicitly declassified at each iteration.
guard := declassify(h > 0)
while guard do {
h := h − 1;
guard := declassify(h > 0);
}

As a result, the method will terminate when called with an empty
collection as an argument, but diverge otherwise. In both linked list
implementations provided by the library, the hash code of the list is
intended to be computed by iterating over this list’s elements and
combining the hash codes of each, but the current element is not
advanced between iterations. Similar to the first bug, these implementations will terminate for empty lists but diverge otherwise. Jif
programs using these methods may inadvertently leak information.
All of the remaining loops always terminate, regardless of input.
This matches our initial intuition: most programs are intended to
terminate and are thus likely to satisfy a stronger, progress-sensitive
security condition. Encouragingly, in practice the analysis necessary to prove the absence of progress channels is minimal. We
found that all but one of the loops we needed to secure in Civitas
were simple loops where the loop counter was a low-security variable, the loop bounds were not changed in the loop body, and the
stride was constant. Such loops are easily proven to terminate with
existing termination tools, for example by the analysis we use in
our prototype implementation. The remaining loop uses a collection iterator from the standard library. Its termination could either
be proved directly with a more powerful tool for heap-based termination analysis or by appeal to a model of the standard library.
In the standard library, we found that a heap-based termination
analysis, e.g., [8], would be necessary for 35 of the 66 casts. While
this type of analysis is more complex, it can be applied once for the
library, and subsequent uses of the library can rely on models that
express the termination-relevant properties of collections as arithmetic operations [19].
We conclude from this audit that strengthening the guarantees
provided by security typed languages is feasible; non-malicious
programs are likely to require minimal modification. Thus, it is not
unreasonable to require progress-sensitive guarantees from realworld security-critical applications.

8.

This program is accepted by the type system of [3]. However, because after the declassification, the loop guard is low, the type system also accepts a program that contains a low output in the body
of the loop:
guard := declassify(h > 0)
while guard do {
3
h := h − 1;
4
guard := declassify(h > 0);
5
outputL (1);
6
}
This program reveals more information than just the fact that the
loop terminates: it reveals the initial value of h if h is positive,
similar to the example in Listing 1.
Type systems that are designed to prevent information laundering [44, 2, 7, 33] reject the program above, because of the update to
variable h on Line 3, and thus these type systems appear unsuitable
for straightforward adaptation to progress sensitivity.
1
2

Progress (in)sensitivity Much recent work on language-based
information flow relies on progress-insensitive noninterference [4]
as the underlying target security condition. Demange and Sands
observe [24] that security guarantees of progress-insensitive noninterference may be too weak for small secrets. They distinguish
between small and big secrets in programs, and propose a coarsegrained type system that guarantees progress-sensitive security for
the small secrets and progress-insensitive security for the big secrets. This approach can easily benefit from the results of our work.
Secure multi-execution [25, 29] addresses the problem of termination channels by enforcing strict isolation between outputs on
different security levels. The price is high performance overhead,
and non-trivial modification of the semantics of the program. It
is moreover unclear whether secure multi-execution may be applied to policies beyond noninterference. Compared to that, our
approach is minimally-invasive and does not change the intended
semantics of the program. This enables straightforward composition with other work on language-based information flow.
Progress-sensitive enforcement appears in literature on concurrent information flow. The enforcement mechanism of Boudol [10],
is, similarly to our approach, parametrized over a class of terminating programs, but unlike our work, it does not take runtime information into account; moreover, nonterminating programs are ruled
out. Type systems of [48, 11, 41] enforce progress-sensitivity by
permitting high loops but disallowing public side effects after that;
this is similar to what one achieves in our language without cast
command.
Recent work by Stefan et al. addresses the problem of termination channels by spawning background threads for high computations [53]. A thread may wait upon a spawned computation to
inspect its result; doing so reveals whether the computation terminated, and raises the security level of the waiting thread. This
technique is largely complimentary to ours, and relies on light-

DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

Declassification The budgeted semantics and type system allow
the attacker to learn a limited amount of secret information, a form
of declassification. Much recent work on language-based information flow has considered weakening noninterference using declassification policies to specify what information may be released,
when, where and by whom (see Sabelfeld and Sands [46] for a survey). Casts for which the oracle is unable to determine whether the
command terminates or diverges can be considered a form of what
information release: the system reveals the termination behavior
of the cast. (The information theoretic bound on this information
provides a form of quantitative information release, another kind of
what information release.)
There are several existing security-type systems that enforce declassification policies (e.g., [45, 16]), but the semantic security condition enforced is progress insensitive. We note that even if these
type systems were strengthened to enforce a progress-sensitive se-
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Auditing for information flow Work on auditing systems for
information flow violations pivots around explicit flow violations
(e.g., [36]) or audit of authority decisions for declassification [39,
9, 15]. Our work provides means for auditing progress channel violations. The semantics for low outputs can be augmented to record
failed casts without stopping program execution; these records can
be subjected to a security audit at a later point in time.

weight concurrency for efficiency. It may be an adequate alternative to halting program execution when the termination oracle fails
or when the progress leakage budget is exhausted.
Integrity While the technical development of this paper focuses
on confidentiality, our results apply to integrity as well. Clarkson
and Schneider [17] introduce two characterizations of integrity:
contamination and suppression. Contamination occurs when untrusted input propagates to trusted output; suppression occurs when
the program’s output omits correct output. We believe progress integrity attacks can be viewed as a form of suppression.

Hybrid type checking Our cast operation is related to Flanagan’s hybrid type checking [26], where calls to the oracle in our
semantics correspond to dynamic type casts. Unlike hybrid type
checking, however, the budgeted semantics permits continuation of
computation even if the cast fails, at the cost of consuming a unit
of budget.

Termination analysis This work is inspired by recent progress
on static analyses for proving termination of realistic imperative
programs [19, 31, 52].
As outlined in Section 7, our current prototype implementation
uses the logical abstract interpretation for termination analysis of
Chawdhary et al. [14]; we currently support programs with linear
termination arguments. Because our language semantics are parameterized on an oracle for termination analysis, improvements
in automated termination analysis will increase the precision of
our enforcement mechanism. In particular, results on proving termination for recursive programs [21] and programs with polynomial [23], bit-vector [22], and heap-based [8] termination arguments offer possibilities for further improving precision of the termination oracle.
Recent work on conditional termination [20] statically computes
preconditions under which a program terminates. Incorporating
these results may lead to more efficient ways to incorporate lowsecurity information at runtime.

9.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a type system and a runtime mechanism that
together precisely enforce progress sensitive information security,
controlling information leakage via progress channels (also known
as termination channels). The system is parameterized on an oracle
that reasons about the termination behavior of loops. We have implemented such an oracle using logical abstract interpretation [14].
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time cutting-edge
static analysis for program termination has been applied to enforce
strong information security properties.
We have extended our system to track at run time information
leakage via progress channels, and restrict such leakage according
to a budget. This provides a continuum of security guarantees between progress-sensitive and progress-insensitive security: a zero
budget on leakage enforces progress-sensitive security, and an infinite budget enforces progress-insensitive security.
The paper is primarily concerned with providing security guarantees for confidentiality: we ensure that progress channels do not
leak confidential information. However, integrity is a well-known
dual of confidentiality, and our results can also provide integrity
guarantees, preventing untrusted input from influencing the termination behavior of a program.
Progress-sensitive security provides stronger guarantees than progress-insensitive security. The additional effort required to provide
these stronger guarantees appears reasonable. We extended the
Jif compiler [35] to track information flow via progress channels,
and analyzed Civitas [18], a remote voting system implemented
in Jif. The termination behavior of all loops detected by the extended compiler depends only on low-security information and are
amenable to existing termination analyses. We conclude that Civitas (and likely other security-typed programs) appears to satisfy
a stronger security condition than that implied by the standard Jif
type system, and a suitable termination oracle would be able to
show this with little additional programmer effort.

Quantitative bounds Our budgeted semantics enforces a simple
quantitative bound on the amount of information that may be leaked
via a progress channel. Here, our information-theoretic bound of
log2 (B + 1) bits of progress leakage is similar in spirit to the
bounds presented by Zhang, Askarov, and Myers [5, 57]. A logarithmic bound is also given by Rafnsson and Sabelfeld [40]; they
buffer outputs and give the bound in the number of the buffered
output batches.
Much recent work on quantitative information flow focuses on
what the attacker may learn about the secrets based on a single
observation [49, 30]. Incorporating these results provides an interesting avenue for future work.
Smith and Alpizar study non-termination of probabilistic programs [50]. They demonstrate that when probability of nontermination in well-typed programs is small, nontermination does not
skew the probability distribution of low outputs. A key technical
element of their proof machinery is a program transformation that
eliminates all high computations in a program. These results appear particularly relevant for understanding computational security
guarantees of programs that use cryptographic primitives (which
would otherwise be formulated “modulo termination”).
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covert channel in computer systems. Exploiting timing channels
requires a strong adversary who has access to an external clock in
order to measure timing of the individual outputs. Compared to
that attacker model, we assume a weaker but more widespread attacker who is limited to counting the number of low outputs. This
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of timing channels [5, 57].
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